
Cue-Script Shakespeare: ‘A remedy for these distempered 

times’  

distemper (n.) 1 malady, illness, derangement WT I.ii.385 [Camillo to Polixenes] 

There is a sickness / Which puts some of us in distemper, but / I cannot name the 

disease…  

In a truly Elizabethan twist, the theatres have been closed, and artists across the 

globe have been forced into quarantine.  Much has been made of the facts that 

Shakespeare wrote King Lear from his quarantine, and that Newton theorized on 

gravity and calculus from his.  

We don’t need to reach for these great heights, but by standing on the shoulders of 

these giants, we can exploit our technology and our current isolation, to practice our 

art, and develop our skills.  

Historical evidence shows that Shakespeare’s actors were given only their own parts: 

cue scripts that consist of their character’s lines, and the two or three words that cue 

each line.  They never rehearsed and they never read the whole play. The first time 

they performed together was the first time the performed the play for a live 

audience. This class recreates these conditions and explores the original practice 

techniques championed by Patrick Tucker. 

In this class, we will use original practice performance techniques to unlock the 

language in Shakespeare’s plays. Language that many students find intimidating and 

off-putting. By looking for the detailed clues for actors hidden in the text, students 

will gain insight into character and motivation, bringing speeches to life and truly 

engaging with the words.  

At every moment the author is telling you how to act. You just have to trust the 

language and do what you’re told. The only difficult thing, is letting it be that easy.  

There are limits to what we can achieve via Zoom. We can’t explore staging, or 

complicity, or audience contact, but in our first taster workshop, we can offer every 

participant the chance to examine snippets of text, and perform them to the group 

so we can explore the instructions 

In later workshops, individual actors will perform speeches they have learned in 

advance live online to the rest of the group, who will then help them to identify the 

author’s intentions for character and performance. And then mould and polish the 

speech ready to send into the world once we are all back out there again. 

Simon Purse is a London based actor and director who has been teaching our 

Shakespeare course at Berridge since 2013. He was a member of Patrick Tucker’s 

Original Shakespeare Company and runs workhops exploring original practice 

techniques all over the world, including Stanford University, Singapore Repertory 

Theatre, Oxford University, LAMDA, Lasalle School of the Arts, Loyola Marymount 

University, and NAFA   



“Simon Purse is a wizard! His workshop on acting Shakespeare opened up new 

vistas for our talented pool of undergraduate actors. He is sensitive, insightful and 

witty. I can't remember a more successful guest teacher at Stanford in many years. 

I recommend him with great confidence and enthusiasm.”  
Patricia Ryan, Head of Undergraduate Acting, Stanford University  

 

“... it doesn't just involve Shakespeare, it applies to how one should go about ALL 

acting.”  

 “Simon is marvellous. He loves what he does so much, you can't help but love it 
back and understand it perfectly.”  

Loyola Marymount University Students 

 

“It was a wonderful workshop and Simon was extremely knowledgeable and 

interesting.”  

 “If you thought you were finished with Shakespeare, then you haven’t tried this 

workshop.”  

 “Simon really inspired the whole class to take risks. During class we had exercises 

that were fun and exciting but also really helped our acting.”  

“Every moment of that class was great. If only I could have him at my school full 

time!”  
Year 10/11 students, TASIS International School 


